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G uard ian  to  b o o st p a rty -b u ild in g
In all the mail and other forms of party required to lead the working d a n  main at the moment would be to publish 

communication we have received from to its ultimate salvation. a special supplement of four or eight
Sustained this last year, the subject that Many, many thousands of people who pages on the entire question, defining the 
has received the most prominence has share our understanding of the need for a  problems and prospects of forming a s  
been that of party-bnilding. party also share our critique o f those antirevlslenlsi}- aatidcgm&tist*,M anlst*,

The overwhelming sentim ent Is that It organizations already taking form. Some' Leninist party In the U.S. 
is  urgently necessary for independent of these people m e associated with We’ve set a  tentative date for the 
M anlst-Leninisto in the U .S. to develop regional M arsist-Lesisiiet ©roups or small supplement* t t w x d d t  beginning o f tibttte 
some form of organizational expression, eollectfves or are totally Independent o f new year. If the n w t a n t e t e t e d N t e t v  

The Guardian Itself has declared any organization. The overwhelming the way we tM ukit will to giving the  
repeatedly over the last years that majority of them are GnanBan readers, pmtydmfldlns movement a  pash in the 
party-building is  the number aae task af We feel it’s time for tbs Guardian to go '
U .S. communists. A number of groups beyond the stage of simply pointing out by tacreaeteg our coverage- o f  t in  
either formed parties or are about to that a party is necessary. We’ve movement wad possibly pubtishfogperfe 
during this period. discussed the pwM mi for a  number of odlc special suppismoato tbnmghout^tbe

In our opinion these w g a iin lto m  are months inside and outside oar staff and year, 
flawed by dogmatism and are incapable have come to the conclusion that the heat It would be good to get year views 
of developing into the kind o f vanguard contribution to party-building we can about this soon.

FROM THE IlrlASyAGl^O EDITOR

O n  c o v e rin g  C h in a 's  c r is is
By JACK A. SMITH

Developments in China these last weeks 
happened so fast we didn’t  have time to 
receive, much less digest, your opinions 
before we had to go into print.

So we’re extremely interested in your 
views, now that the air is clearing a little.

As opposed to the position we took on 
Angola just a year ago this month—when we 
had the benefit of receiving advice from 
readers and Sustainers for several months 
before putting forward onrviews ■ we had to 
respond immediately cat aa important 
question we hadn’t faced before.

We think the position we took on China’s 
political crisis was responssibie, useful and as 
accurate as possible, considreieg a lot of rt is 
guesswork. We felt it was osr ofefigarioa to 
go beyond merely reprinting statements and 
echoing whatever was officially being said in 
Peking. At the same time we took it as our 
duty to provide some intsffigesr guidance for 
our readers and the left movement in 
general and to puncture same of the hot-air 
balloons being hoisted by the Trotskyists 
and social-democrats. (The revisionist party 
is keeping silent for the moment, no doubt 
awaiting instructions from you know who.)

Most of the Marxist-Leninist press, being 
monthly, had the opportunity to wait things 
out a while and we haven’t seen their papets

yet. My guess is that just about all of them 
will go down the line condemning the “ gang 
of four”  as capitalist-roaders. The October 
League’s weekly has already subscribed to 
this literal interpretation of events, dedaring 
in a headline: ‘“ Gang of Four’ Exposed.”

For our part we think the best way to 
support China in the U.S. is to be as honest 
and informative as possible within the 
general Marxist-Leninist framework of sup
port for the Chinese revolution and its huge 
accomplishments. And where we differ, as 
on the question of China’s current foreign 
policy, to say so frankly and in a fraternal 
way.

Our general view at the moment is that it’s 
certainly too early to tell the outcome of the 
“gang of four”  purge but it’s not a 
right-wing takeover, as the bourgeois press, 
Trotskyists, ultra-“ leftists”  and others are 
saying.

It appears to be a move by the Chinese 
Communist Party middle forces to respond 
to the challenge of the post-Mao-Chou era by 
eliminating a faction within the party that 
might pose an obstacle toward national unity 
and development at this stage. What makes 
the situation confusing for outsiders is- 
that this faction was closely identified with 
Mao’s policies in the past,

This is why we’ve chosen to deal with the

matter head-on. China’s  official line is very 
difficult for independent Merxist-Leninists 
to understand. So we’ve dedded to explain 
things the way we think they are really 
happening—to  eliminate confusion and to 
defeat the incorrect arguments.

Regarding Angola, mentioned earlier, wc 
recently reviewed our year-old initial 
editorial supporting MPLA and think.it has 
withstood the test of time, not only 
regarding the situation, in Angola but all 
southern Africa.

During this y c a rw e  have devoted m  
extraordinary amount' of space in the 
Guardian to Africa and it was space well 
spent, at least according to your letters. As 
in Indochina, the Guardian played a 
vanguard role in acquainting the American 
people, particularly the progressive foroes;- 
with the facts and interpretation required te  
help build the support movement for, Africa, 
in this country.

Initial response, to onr- 
appeal letter, malled: a  co iq ^  of- w e«ks^ 
ago, is good—so far.

The next two weeks or so will 
determine whether our fail appeal 
succeeds or falls below expectations, I t  
you haven’t responded, won’t you 
consider making an extra contribution 
above your regular Sustalner pledge? It’s 
more Important than ever that the 
Gnardian secure its independent financial 
base.



Guardian study group

Practicality is the key
By BARBARA MINER

Well, it’s almost 4 pm Thursday and in a 
few short minutes Guardian staffers will 
gather for our weekly study group.

We grab our copies of “ State and 
Revolution,’’ put away the ever present work 
piled on our desks and take off two hours 
from the "work on next week’s newspaper” 
attitude that pervades the Guardian men
tality.

It’s a welcome change of pace. With the 
practical questions facing the Guardian as a 
backdrop, we discuss the theory that will 
help us resolve those questions. Although 
some weeks we have better sessions than 
other weeks, everyone agrees that the study 
group is not only challenging but necessary.

A number of new people, including 
myself, had joined the Guardian since the 
spring, and there was a wide diversity in 
political development among the staff. In 
order to overcome that diversity-—also 
recognizing the continual need to study 
theory—we formed the study group.

We began meeting in September, after 
people’s summer schedules had settled 
down somewhat. After two months, we’ve 
studied Chairman Mao’s “ On Practice” and 
are now hotly debating the third chapter of 
“ State and Revolution.”

Although it may not sound like much of an 
accomplishment in terms of pages, we’ve 
learned a lot. Study group leader Irwin 
Silber—who guides the group away from the 
pits of revisionism, dogmatism and irrele
vancy that we sometimes err toward, keeps 
reminding the impatient that our purpose is 
to digest and apply theory, not just 
memorize it.

We started out with “ On Practice,” 
appropriately enough, for a very practical 
reason. The Guardian was emerging from an 
era of struggle and splits with the dogmatic 
lines of RCP and 01; one of the roots of 
dogmatism is a divorce between theory and

practice. On another level, we were using 
the work to help us decide how we wanted to 
proceed with the study group.

From our study of “ On Practice,” we 
asked ourselves: “ On a practical level, what 
is the theory we most need to study?” The 
answer was “ State and Revolution.”

How did we arrive at the answer? We 
asked ourselves what were the practical 
questions facing our movement. And 
immediately the topic of party-building 
emerged. Why did we need to build a new 
communist party? Because the Communist 
Party USA was totally revisionist.

What theoretical work would most help us 
understand the differences between revi
sionism and a truly communist party? “ State 
and Revolution.”

The study group would probably not have 
suffered if we had first read “ On 
Contradiction,” or “ What Is To Be Dose.” 
But it’s important to ask what particular 
considerations face a particular study group. 
You can’t follow a blueprint that says “ All 
Marxist-Leninist study groups must first 
read “The Communist Manifesto,” or must 
first read “ Socialism: Utopian, and Scien
tific.”

And afterwards—back to the “on prac
tice” of putting out the paper.

The last study group here at the Guardian 
began in the early 1970s and lasted almost 
three years. Some people who participated 
in that group are part of the new group, 
taking a refresher course, which they say is 
valuable. For those of us who have not spent 
years in previous study groups it’s invalu
able. Learning Marxism-Leninism is nothing 
that can be accomplished in a couple of 
months. That we’ve already found out. So 
we’re looking forward to spending a couple 
of more years getting together every 
Thursday and learning the most important 
thing of our lives.

G uardim  soupb

has firs t ch3d
Guardian art department worker 

Denise Lyons gave birth to a boy in New 
York City Nov. 5, Her husband is fellow- 
worker George Finlay. It is their first 
child.

The infant, named Sam W. Finlay, 
weighed in at seven poands and some 
change. He had the good sense to wait 
until production of our Nov. 10 issue 
ended before staging his arrival. The 
parents are doing fine.

Sam is the first “ Guardian” child to 
come along in several years. All told, 
there are now four young kids associated 
with us.

Denise Lyons at recent demonstration.

Lynors W illiam s.

W illiam s broadens
Black coverage -

At 21, Lynora WQUamu Is the Guard
ian's youngest staff writer.

Originally from Ohio, she graduated 
from Brown University In Providence, 
R.I., last spring and came Immediately to 
the Guardian.

Her assignment Is Black news and she 
handles the feature department of that 
name and general writing assignments 
dealing with the Black community and 
movements.

Asked for a few words to be Included Is 
the Guardian Sustaincr, comrade Wil
liams said:

“ Work at the Guardian hs® been 
tremendously exciting for me. both 
politically and journalistically, I'm  sure 
that I have learned something new every 
day since June, from the finer point* of 
the southern African struggle to better 
understanding how to write dear sen
tences.

“ The distortion and outright lies which 
are standard operating procedure for the 
bourgeois media in their coverage of the 
Black community make the task of the left 
papers that much more critical. For 
years, the Guardian has done a good job 
in writing about the Black movement, so 
I’m confident that it will get better, as it 
must. Being a part of the paper’s efforts 
to improve in this ares Is, to say the least, 
extremely challenging.”

2—The Guardian Sustainer, November 1976



;  ,GM  THE EXECUTIVE EDITOR

S o c ia l-d e m o c ra ts  la u n c h  T h e s e  T im e s '
By IS WIN SOBER

A curious letter came in the mail the other day.
It was the announcement of a new weekly newspaper about to be 

launched by a number of people previously associated with different 
left publications—the most prominent among them being James 
Weinstein, founder and publisher of the magazine “ Socialist 
Revolution.”

The newspaper, scheduled to start coming out in November, is 
called “ These Times” —and at first glance the enterprise Sc£5uS 
harmless enough. The advance package comes complete with, a 
letter of endorsement from Rep. John Conyers of Michigan, and 
Weinstein has apparently convinced a covey of new and old left 
intellectual luminaries to lend their names to his venture as a board 
of sponsors.

A closer reading of the paper’s prospectus, however, is more than 
a Ktrie suggestive of the real politics underlying it. For while the 
editors describe their paper as “ an independent socialist weekly” 
which proposes “ to begin making socialism a concrete public issue” 
in America, as they begin to amplify oh what this safe-sounding 
generality means in practice it is clear that our old “ friend”—social 
democracy—has reared its head once again.

Three examples should suffice to make the point:
“ Our vision of socialism,”  says the prospectus, “ is that it must 

flow from the American people’s historical experience and needs, 
not against them. In this sense we will distinguish ourselves and 
socialism both from the ’radicalism’ of recent years and from 
liberalism.”

AMERICAN EXCEmONAUSM
The editors do not say what they mean explicitly by the above, but 

it isn’t  hard to figure out. They are speaking of bourgeois 
democracy, an “ electoral road”  to socialism and of their opposition 
to the Marxist thesis of the dictatorship of the proletariat as the 
political key to socialist transformation. The clumsy slander against 
U.S. Marxist-Leninists that their “ radicalism” is against the 
American people’s needs and historical experience, is the prime 
ideological prop of what has come to be known as the thesis of 
"American exceptionalism.” This theory—ihat the laws of social 
development and revolution uncovered elsewhere are somehow not 
applicable to the U.S.—prides itself on being “ concrete”  about 
American reality.

In truth, however, “ American exceptionalism” is at variance with 
reality because it denies the self-evident necessities of socialist 
revolution in the U.S. against the most powerful monopoly capitalist 
ruling class anywhere. The question, after all, is not how to be 
“ different”  or unique. Any fool can spin off a “ theory” or a 
scenario for what a soda-list society ooght to be like or how it ought 
to be achieved. But sc,tc::l.rir. socialism is an attempt to deal with 
reality as it is actually escsomered in social practice. And by that 
token, the denial of the necessity for a revolutionary strategy based 
on the virtual inevitabmty os mass armed struggle, the need for a 
vanguard revolutionary easy , the leading role of the industrial 
proletariat and the necessity for the dictatorship of the proletariat 
simply does not correspond to the resumes confronting the U.S. 
working class and its allies.

To go on. “ Local decision-making and decentralization are goals 
of a socialist movement in a  highly industrial society.”  Are they, 
now?

This is an appealing s e r if  winch is one of the more dolorous 
conclusions of the mermraJIy forgotten counterculture. But 
centralization of planning and production are essential characteris
tics of socialism precisely ‘‘in a highly industrialized society.”  
Utopians and various other petty-bourgeois socialists always 
imagine socialism to be a step back into an "unfettered” past 
before the age of monopoly. This corresponds marvelously with the 
aspirations of the petty producer tor the glory days of early 
capitalism. But socialism will be a step forward—not backward. It 
will take over the very productive processes that capitalism itself

has generated out of the necessities of industrialization—"but will 
give these a new content by transforming the property relations by 
which they are presently fettered.

DISPROPORTIONATE COVERAGE?
Finally, “These Times” tells us how it will cover international 

events. “ We will particularly try to keep abreast of foreign political 
and social developments that are relevant to Americans facing 
similar problems. We will, of course, also cover events in colonial 
and semicolonial nations, but unlike much of the left press we will 
not give disproportionate coverage or succumb to the euphoria that 
so often leads to dishonesty and disillusionment. ’ ’ 

is it any wonder that Lenin saw an inexorable link between social- 
democracy at home and social chauvinism abroad? Is this what is 
significant about international events—that they proride mirrors for 
“ Americans facing similar problems?”  The American working class 
must become familiar with the particularities of other people’s 
struggles because their own struggle is inextricably joined with the 
world-wide struggle against imperialism, whether or not those 
particularities-offer us a  “ test-tube”  of p rifth ^  experimentation. 

And is tills what is wrong with much of the left press—that ft has 
given “ disproportionate”  or “euphoric”  coverage to  the principal 
revolutionary movements in the world in Indochina, southern 
Africa, the Middle East, Latin America? Can we say that the 
American working ciass already knows enough about colonialism in 
Puerto Rico, U.S.-backed terror in Argentina end Chile, 
neocolonialist schemes in southern Africa or CIA plots in Thailand?

A socialist world outlook implies a  largeness of vision—sn 
understanding of the interconnections between-eyeirt* on- an 
international scale, But “These lim es” —instead of broadening the 
political horizon of the working class and the left'—would narrow ft, 
confine it only to “ similar problems”  and deny the importance to 
the U.S. working class of those struggles throughout the world 
which must command their support because they are aimed at the 
common enemy.

Well, this promises to be a dull newspaper indeed—for ft wilt 
confine the reality of the world to the small-mindedness of those 
who are always attesting to their belief in socialism, while 
simultaneously reducing the question of revolution to the 
parochialism of the petty-bourgeois intellectual.

ft is an irony of history that all such nonsense is usually described 
as an attempt to be “ broad,”  to combat “ sectarianism.”  And yet 
what could be more narrow, more sectarian, than to cut one’s seif 
off from the main historical tide of our epoch—the national 
liberation struggles of the third world and the revolutionary 
ideology of Marxism-Leninism?

“These Times," I fear, are out of joint.

Silber to speak in West
Throe meetings at the conclusion of Irwin SOberie trip  to- 

the West should be of particular interest to sustalneroi .
On Wednesday, Nov. 17 Silber will speak on “ Periy 

Building”  In San Joae, Calif, a t the RooseveitNelghboriroodt- 
Center, 901 E. Santa Clara, a t 7*30 PM.

On Thursday, Nov. 18 In San Francisco sustainera and' 
supporters will have a  chance to talk Informally with Irwin at 
the Buchanan YMCA at 8 PM. There is a $1.50 donation.

On Friday, Nov. 19 In Denver, Colo., Silber will speak on 
the “ International Political Situation and the Role of the U.S. 
Left”  at Our Lady of Guadalupe Rectory basement, 3600 
Kalamath St., at 7:30 PM. $1 donation. 

l Guardian sustainera in these areas are encouraged to 
\  attend.
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MASS STYLE
R.R., Louisville, Ky.: If you want the paper 
to be read by working people it has to be 
distributed to working people (at plant 
gates, meetings, demonstrations, etc.) It has 
to be written (90% of the articles if it is really 
a working class paper and not one for 
intellectuals only) so that working class 
people can really understand what it is 
trying to say. Otherwise it will not be read by 
them and the paper’s distribution will never 
grow among working people.

Workers in factories generally have a 
reading level that is anywhere from grade 6 
to 12. Yet to read 50% or more of your 
articles one would have to read at grade 
10-12 or college level (plus know a lot of 
Marxist terminology to boot). Silber’s 
articles are a classic example. He writes as if 
we all had a college education and have been 
reading Marxist classics since first grade.

If you people just want to reach the petty 
bourgeois radicals and try to make commu
nists out of them you can continue to write in 
your same manner. But if you are truly 
sincere in using this paper to help build a 
revolutionary movement among the only 
thoroughly revolutionary ciass—=the working 
class and oppressed nationalitics—thea you 
must take a critical look at your writing style.

If you would take the latter approach you 
would find people like myself much more 
willing to use the Guardian in a truly mass 
way, as it should be if if is going to educate 
and guide us in our work.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
R.G., Fresno, Cal.: I want to commend the 
Guardian on its coverage of issues that many 
left papers ignore. I hope you continue to 
report on environssmal issues. It is one of 
the best areas where we can expose the 
rapaciousness of monopoly capital. While 
much of the left nay  criticize the reformist 
and liberal tendencies of the ecology 
movement, we musr remember what Lenin 
said in “ What Is to 3c  Done?”  and not let 
important social issues be yielded to liberals.

Communists must take part in all 
"liberal”  social issues and give them a more 
radical focus. This indudes municipal, 
neighborhood, school, cr.il liberties and

The Guardian Sustainer is published 
monthly for members of the Sustainer 
program of the Guardian independent, 
radical newsweekly. All correspondence 
should be addressed to The Guardian 
Sustainer, 33 West 17th St., New York, 
N .Y .10011.

family issues. In the age of monopoly 
capital, class conflict spills out of the 
workplace into all areas of society.

Now, to touch on the most important issue 
the Guardian will be reporting on—party 
building. The Guardian, of course, is going 
to play a valuable, probably the most 
valuable, role in the building of a new 
communist party. Lenin outlines the import
ance of a national newspaper in the budding 
of a party in chapter five of “ What Is to Be 
Done?” (the relevancy of this book today is 
amazing). Certainly the Guardian Sustainera 
will be an important network and infrastruc
ture in the process.

PARTY BUILDING
F. R., Cleveland: How can the Guardian 
emphasize party building at this time? There 
is no mass movement through which 
communists can bring Marxism-Leninism to 
the workers. Clearly a very small proportion 
of U.S. workers will be influenced by any 
party which can be formed now. You will 
merely be providing the petty-bourgeois 
radicals with another organization for empty 
rhetoric divorced from mass practice.

In order to have a real communist party, it 
must be based in the most advanced section 
of the working class—-not the petty* 
bourgeoisie. It can only be built out of a 
mass movement. The tasks of communists in 
this period should be to build such a mass 
movement.

ALBANIA
G. W., Butte, Montana: The Guardian 
should cover the most recent events in 
Albania. They are of interest to communists 
everywhere. On internal policy, the Al
banian Party of Labor has made some really 
pioneering efforts to restrict bourgeois right 
and fight revisionism. They’ve announced 
recently that they are decreasing the salaries 
of managerial and party bureaucrats, so that 
now it is impossible for the highest paid 
official to make more than twice the average 
workers’ wage. They have also drastically 
reduced and in many cases eliminated 
bonuses. The ratio of bureaucrats’ pay to 
workers pay is one key indicator of progress 
or degeneration in the fight against 
revisionism. In China the ratio is about eight 
to one, in Cuba, about five to one. In the 
Soviet Union, a bureaucrat can make 20 
times the average wage of a worker, not 
including the dozens of bonuses he is 
entitled to.

On international questions, Albania has 
taken an independent and staunchly anti
imperialist course. They are opposed to both 
superpowers, quite often putting the U.S. in 
first place. Their stand on Europe is to

Guardian calendar 

n ow  availab le
You’ve probably seen the ads for our 

new 1977 calendar. Staff members John 
Trinkl and Denise Lyons put in many 
hours on the production and research, 
making this the most informative and 
best-looking radical history calendar 
around. We are sending one free to every 
Sustainer, with the hope that you will 
show it to people, give it as a gift, etc. 
(You might try getting it into bookstores 
—bulk rate is S2 each for orders of 10 or 
more). It’s good publicity for the paper, 
and a source of funds.

Last reminder: take advantage of our 
good selection of records, books and 
Chinese gifts in the Holiday Marketplace 
and help us support the paper.

denounce NATO in no uncertain terms, and ’; 
call for fighting the hegemonism of both 
superpowers in Europe. Their stand on 
Angola was not a good one—they did not 
support the MPLA—but they didn’t support 
the puppet forces either, saying they were 
tools of U.S. imperialism.

Although a small country, socialist 
Albania has much to teach revolutionaries. 
Denounced by the revisionists, isolated by 
the European countries and blockaded by 
U.S. imperialism, they have really shown 
what self-reliance and protracted revolu
tionary struggle means. They deserve our 
support.

CHINA
B.H., Boulder, Colo.: The recent events in 
China represent a complex two line struggle 
the ultimate outcome of which is still 
unclear. The Guardian is to be commended 
for providing a careful factual account 
avoiding the flights of speculation that the 
bourgeois papers have engaged in.

One thing that has been demonstrated 
again is the necessity for Marxist-Leninists 
to develop their line and strategy based on 
Marxist-Leninist principles applied'to their” 
own situation. Those who mechanically 
apply a line developed in another concrete 
situation to their own situation without 
concern for the particularities of the 
problems they face will be doomed to failure. 
The road traveled by the revisionist 
Communist Party provides an example of 
political errors made, due to mechanically 
applying the line of the Soviet Union.

M ore replies, p lease
We have received a number of replies 

to the questionnaire we published in the 
last Sustainer newsletter but not 
enough yet to draw any conclusions*
If you haven’t filled out the form yet, 
please do and mail it to us soon.
It’s a way your voice can make itself 
heard.

4—The Guardian Sustainer, November 1976




